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information that I've found refers to the word "Facotory". An abstraction factory is a
factory of specific implementations of an interface. In contrast a repository is a

collection of objects which implement specific interfaces. Then there's the following
quote I've found: A design pattern is a loose coupling component, not a solution in
itself. So, how do I see the correct way of using this pattern? Can you show me an

example of how to use it? Are there any technical differences between the two
patterns? A: I like to use Repository as a way of looking at a Set of related objects. If

a framework or ORM API provides a way to access your objects from code, it will
almost certainly implement that by creating an instance of your Repository and

providing an appropriate API to access the objects contained within. Often
repositories are also used to look up or save single object instances for later use by
a model. Facotory is more the general case of a Factory, something that returns an
instance of a type based on some type of dependency. It's also something that is
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create a specific type of object without hard wiring the type into the code. Note that
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the definition I've shown applies to the "Object Retriever" pattern, which is a bit
more specialized than "Repository", but which is often used in conjunction with the
Repository pattern. void *src, struct nvkm_gpuobj *dst, struct nvkm_vmm *vmm,

u64 size) { if (gp100_vmm_host_valid(vmm))
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